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EKF Localization with Lateral Distance Information for Mobile Robots in Urban Environments Christiand, Yu-Cheol Lee and Wonpil Yu Department of Robot Research, ETRI, Daejeon 305-700, Korea (Tel : +82-42-860-5081; Email : {christiand,yclee,ywp}@etri.re.kr) Abstract - This paper proposes the EKF localization with lateral distance information for the mobile robots in urban environments. The mobile robot is assumed to be operated at common roads where the lane marker exists. The lateral distance information given by the lane marker detector is used to compensate the measurement of global positioning system (GPS) before the EKF update step. In addition, the proposed method also uses Mahalanobis distance approach to validate the sensors measurements. The GPS compensation and Mahalanobis distance validation effectively reduce the sensors error, in particular drift error and jumping position of GPS. As a result, the accuracy of the estimated position is better than normal EKF localization. Keywords - EKF Localization, Lane Marker, Mahalanobis Distance



1. Introduction Mobile robot has been an active research ﬁeld for over the past two decades. Various purposes are intended for the mobile robot developments such as service, guidance, rescue, exploration, or even military robots. In order to accomplish the designed tasks, mobile robots need to outperform the three core abilities: path planning, localization, and mapping. Among those core abilities, localizing its own position is the crucial ability for mobile robots because path planning and mapping greatly depend on the information about the robot position. It is not an easy task to perform a good localization especially when the environment of the mobile robot is an urban environment. Many researchers have developed the localization systems and methods for mobile robots working in urban environments [1]-[3]. As the typical implementation, the information from GPS and dead reckoning sensors such as odometer, gyro, and IMU (Inertial Measurement Units) are fused to create a good estimate of robot position. That implementation takes beneﬁts the characteristics from each sensor such as accumulated error-free from GPS, fast data rate from IMU, gyro and odometer. Information measured by those sensors are fused in the localization framework which is based on method such as EKF [4][5]. However, the position estimated by sensor fusion is not afﬁne to the environments. The GPS may occasionally suffer from drift error and outlier due to multipath effect from buildings and vegetations in urban environments. Also, un-modeled errors may appear during the robot operation depending on the environments. In many cases, the position estimate only reaches accuracy for tracking purposes but not for
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control purposes. Therefore, the work is needed to improve the performance of the position estimate in urban environments. Urban environment can be considered as a structured environment in which there are some clearly distinguished patterns such as lane markers. The lane marker is good relative information to reﬁne the position estimate under the assumption that the mobile robots operate on the common road. Many researchers have developed the method for the robot localization based on lane detector. Especially, Sehestedt et. al. [6] have proposed efﬁcient lane detection and tracking in urban environments. They showed the experiment result of their method in Sidney urban roads. However, their work was a lack of contribution on how the relative information gives beneﬁts for the position estimate. Wang et. al. [7] have also proposed a global probability density function where lateral distance is involved in the process of position estimation. The lateral distance is used as a supplement vector to compensate the state estimation from center line of the road. Though their work has incorporated with the lateral distance to strengthen the position estimate, the lateral distance is used in deterministic way, not in probabilistic way. Miller et. al. [8] have proposed the PosteriorPose algorithm that was applied to mobile robot for DARPA Urban Challenge. The algorithm operates with the relative distance and direction measured from nearby trafﬁc lanes and nearby stop-lines to be fused into the localization framework. Their localization framework is based on Bayesian particle ﬁltering. However, the implementation is complex because of many sensors and processes architecture. Therefore, their algorithm is not suitable for the mobile robot system with minimal sensors arrangement and for them who desire a simple implementation. This paper presents a localization method based on EKF that is easily applied for the mobile robot in urban environments. In particular, we explore the lateral distance information to handle the erronous measurements from GPS. The concept and implementation is simple and suitable for the mobile robots with minimal sensors arrangement. This paper consists of ﬁve sections. Section I describes the motivation of our works and background of the problems. Section II provides a clear description for the sensors used in this work. Section III explains our proposed method. Section IV gives the result of experiment. The works is concluded in Section V.
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2. Localization System 2.1 Sensors We aim the localization system to have low cost sensors with minimal arrangement. The localization system consists of odometer, gyroscope, GPS receiver, and mono-camera. The odometer takes form as the encoders attached to robot wheels giving the information of robot state (xo , y o , θo ) at 100 Hz data rate, called odometer information. The GPS receiver gives the location updates (xgps , ygps ) to the robot up to 1 Hz data rate, while the gyroscope gives the updates of absolute angle (θgyro ) up to 100 Hz data rate. The mono-camera is used to capture the images of roads where the lane marker exists. Based on captured images, the lane detector calculates the lateral distance (L) from robot position to the closest lane marker. The use of lateral distance information is the key point of this work.
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Fig. 1 Detection result of the lane marker (best viewed in color version); (a) an input image (640 × 480 pixels) captured by mono-camera, (b) inverse perspective mapping (IPM) view with region of interest (ROI) (350 × 200 pixels), (c) grayscale image, yellow region(gray, 24 ≤ hue ≤ 50, 25% ≤ saturation), (d) blurred image by a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel with yellow region(σx = 5pix., σy = 51pix.) and white region(σx = 5pix., σy = 11pix.), (e) thresholded image shows the pixels upper than quantile value (90%), (f) line detection result by Canny transform, (g) the relative position from the lane marker detected by PPHT and clustering methods, (bold red line: yellow lane marker, bold green line: white lateral lane, thin green lines: PPHT result in yellow region, thin purple lines: PPHT result in white region, thin yellow lines and red letters: calculated the lateral distance and orientation from the lane marker)
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The ﬁrst step of lane marker detection is to convert a forward facing image to a top-down view of the road image by IPM [12]. IPM is a mathematical method to transform a coordinate system from one perspective to another. On the top-down view generated by IPM, a real physical position on road surface (xr , yr , zr ) has correspondence to a projection point on the image plane (u, v) in (1). To perform the transformation, the homography matrix (h) is calculated by using the camera intrinsic (focal length and optical center) and extrinsic (pitch angle, yaw angle, and height above ground) parameters [9]. Furthermore, a ROI (Region of Interest) on top-down view image is selected to reduce the processing time. The second step is the process of ﬁltering and the thresholding to get the strong and responsive pixels indicating a lane marker. The top-down view image is changed to a gray-scale image by evaluating the hue saturation values (HSV), three-channels information. Then, the gray-scale image is blurred by a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel to reduce the effect of image noise made by other shapes and colors similar to lane marker [13]. In practice, the standard deviations of kernel are adjusted according to the expected height and width of lane marker. The threshold value is acquired by selecting quantile value/percent of the probability distribution of pixel values on the blurred images. The pixels lower than the threshold value are discarded. In this work, the lane
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2.2 Lane Marker Detector The purpose of lane marker detector is to give the lateral distance information which improves the accuracy of EKF position estimates by compensating GPS measurement before the update step. The detection of lane marker (including lateral distance calculation) is done in four steps: inverse perspective mapping (IPM), ﬁltering and thresholding, line detection, and computing the lateral distance. The ﬁnal output of lane marker detector is lateral distance information measured relative to lane marker. [xr , yr , zr ] = h [u, v]



(b)



marker is considered to have yellow color. The third step concerns with the line detection from the thresholded image. Two techniques, Canny transform and progressive probabilistic Hough transform (PPHT), are used to detect the line [14]. The detected line represents the boundaries of lane marker. First, Canny transform is used to extract the line, to reduce the computational load, and to improve the performance of line detection before next process in PPHT. Then, PPHT accurately extracts the line corresponding to the lane marker. PPHT is a variant of standard Hough transform (SHT) for line detection and able to compute the individual lines based on probabilistic to prevent an error accumulation. The ﬁnal step is the calculation of lateral distance relative to detected lane marker. Two criteria are assigned for lane marker assesment. The lane marker is deﬁned as the object having several set of parallel lines with certain properties; gap distance, angle, height, color, etc. The lines matching to the lane marker deﬁnition are clustered together creating one entity. Finally, the lateral distance information is calculated by using the geometrical relationship between the robot and the clustered lines position. Some results of lane detector and processes involved can be seen in Fig. 1.
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3. Proposed Localization Method
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3.1 Robot Kinematic Model The kinematic model of mobile robots follows differential type mobile robot (Fig.2) where the movement of the robot is described as sequential movements: ﬁrst rotation, translation, and second rotation. Those sequential movements are considered as the control actions which have been taken by the robot during time k − 1 to k. At any time-k, the odometer gives the position information as (2). xok =
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3.2 Localization with EKF A. Prediction In prediction step, robot predicts its position one step advance by utilizing the information about control actions from odometer. EKF formulates the predicted position under the inﬂuence of noise wk which might exist in control actions information. The noise at prediction step is assumed to be a Gaussian noise with zero mean and its covariance matrix Qk . The prediction model is deﬁned in (4) with the mean of position distribution shown in (5). x ˆk = g (xk−1 , uk ) + wk ; wk ∼ N (0, Qk ) ⎤ ⎡ xk−1 + Dk · c ⎦ yk−1 + Dk · s g (xk−1 , uk ) = ⎣ θk−1 + Δθ1k + Δθ2k s = sin (θk−1 + Δθ1k ) c = cos (θk−1 + Δθ1k )



(4) (5)
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Due to noise existence which has been modeled in (4), the robot believes the predicted position with some degree of uncertainty. The degree of uncertainty appears in term of prediction covariance matrix as formulated in (7) with Gk as the gradient matrix of g (xk−1 , uk ) evaluated at xk−1 , shown in (8). ˆ k = Gk · Σk−1 · GTk + Qk Σ ⎡ ⎤ 1 0 −Dk · s Dk · c ⎦ Gk = ⎣ 0 1 0 0 1
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Reversely, the robot can infer the information about control actions from the odometer information which later will be used in EKF prediction step. The control actions information is wrapped as vector uk in (3). ⎡
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Fig. 2 Kinematics model of mobile robot Since the noises parameters are known in control space uk , they should be mapped to the state space to result Qk by following (9). ⎤ ⎡ 0 0 ε Dk 0 ⎦ · VkT εΔθ1k Qk = Vk · ⎣ 0 (9) 0 0 εΔθ2k εDk , εΔθ1k , and εΔθ2k are the noises parameters deﬁned in control actions space and Vk is a gradient matrix of g (xk−1 , uk ) evaluated at uk , shown in (10). ⎤ ⎡ c −Dk · s 0 Dk · c 0 ⎦ (10) Vk = ⎣ s 0 1 1 B. Measurement In this step, the robot gathers the information from GPS, gyroscope, and lane detector with input from camera. The measurements from each sensor are wrapped as vector zk in (11). T  zk = xgps ygps θgyro (11) It is very important that before the robot uses the measurements for EKF update step, the quality and validness of each sensors measurement should be conﬁrmed. In particular, the GPS measurement is frequently affected by the surrounding environments and the geometric of the satellites set. Error of GPS appears as drift and sudden jumping position. In order to avoid such error, the GPS compensation based on lateral distance and validation based on Mahalanobis distance are performed in the localization algorithm. C. GPS compensation based on lateral distance In principle, the GPS measurement which contains the drift error is still a valuable information because it can show the moving direction of the robot eventhough it can not show the exact position of the robot. By visual inspection, we can conclude that we need only to compensate the measurement by some lateral distance value. Under assumption that the robot is working in urban environment where the lane markers exist, the lateral distance value can be acquired from the camera through the
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position and the sensors noises parameter shown in (13).     2 0 σx gps eˆ11 eˆ12 + Σgps = 0 σy2 gps eˆ21 eˆ22 (13)
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eˆ11 , eˆ12 , eˆ21 , eˆ22 , and eˆ33 are taken from the matrix elements of current prediction covariance in (7) and σx2 gps , 2 σy2 gps , and σgyro are the noises parameters setting which is a prior knowledge before the localization is performed. Then, the Mahalanobis distances are calculated in (14).
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Fig. 3 The GPS compensation by lateral distance from lane marker detector lane marker detection process. In the other hand, the lateral distance can be considered as the variable which can strengthen robot’s belief in its own position. This hypothesis is supported also by the fact that the measurement of lateral distance by lane marker detector - can give very accurate relative information that is suitable to be combined with absolute positioning like GPS [8]. That hypothesis is not over conﬁdence since the researches for lane detection or lane markers detection have reached signiﬁcant achievements. One example of lane markers detection from Aly et. al. shows that the correct rate of lane markers detection reaches 96.4% [9]. To compensate the GPS measurement, the robot uses the topological map to know the information of the road segment where the robot is running now. It is also assumed that the robot is running in accordance to the trafﬁc rules. Therefore, in our case, the robot should always run in the right lane (South Korea trafﬁc rules). The compensation process of GPS measurement by lateral distance is shown in Fig.3. The observed road segment nodes are A and B. The GPS measurement (xgps ) is projected to the line connecting nodes A and B. Then, the lateral distance (L) is added in the normal direction from the projected point (xproj gps ) as in (12). Later, the compensated GPS measurement (xcomp gps ) is used as the measurement information in EKF update step. −−−−−−→ L proj   proj xcomp gps = xgps + −−−−−−→ · xgps xgps xproj gps xgps 
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E. Update The update step is performed to drag the predicted position closer to real robot position. To do this step, the Kalman gain and residual between measurement likelihood and real measurement need to be calculated in advance. The measurement likelihood is equal to the process of predicting a measurement based on current predicted position. The measurement model shown in (15) takes into account the noise which might exist during the measurement process. The measurement noise vk is assumed to follow Gaussian distribution with zero mean and has its covariance matrix Rk . ˆ zk = h (ˆ xk ) + vk ; vk ∼ N (0, Rk ) ⎤ ⎡ 2 0 0 σx gps 0 σy2 gps 0 ⎦ Rk = ⎣ 2 0 0 σgyro
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Since the robot receives the measurement already as (xgps , ygps , θgyro ), the likelihood of measurement is the predicted position itself. The measurement likelihood h (ˆ xk ) and its gradient Hk evaluated at x ˆk are shown in (17). h (ˆ xk ) = x ˆk ;
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The Kalman gain is calculated by following equations (18) [10] and (19). −1 ˆ −1 + Wk Kk = Σ · Wk (18) k
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D. Sensors measurement validation based on Mahalanobis distance Mahalanobis distance is used as a means for validation which the purpose is to avoid the erroneous measurements. The position (xgps , ygps ) from GPS and absolute angle (θgyro ) from gyroscope are assumed to be uncorrelated. Therefore, the robot calculates two Mahalanobis distances. The covariance used in calculating Mahalanobis distances are the combination of the predicted
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Eventually, the position estimate is acquired based on ampliﬁcation of Kalman gain to residual (zk − h (ˆ xk )) as in (20) and the position estimate covariance is shown in (21). xk = x ˆk + Kk (zk − h (ˆ xk ))
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(21)
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Fig. 6 The histogram of lateral distance information from lane marker detector during robot movements Fig. 4 Mobile robot used in experiment When calculating matrix Wk for equation (18) and acquiring position estimate in (20), the robot must strictly follow the result of Mahalanobis distance in (14). The erroneous measurements that have Mahalanobis distances above the threshold value will not be involved in EKF update step and their contribution should be avoided. Therefore the matrix elements in Wk and zk which are related to those erroneous measurements - will be assigned to 0. The threshold value of Mahalanobis distance depends on the application and sensors characteristics. Furthermore, the threshold value of Mahalanobis distance can be tuned to improve the result of position estimate.



4. Experiment and Result 4.1 Experiment We conducted an experiment at the buildings complex at our ofﬁce area. The P3AT robot by MobileRobots is used as the robot platform (Fig.4). The necessary information from robot such as odometer information is provided through ARIA library [11]. A notebook with dual core processor 1.6 GHz acts as the main computer to control robot and to gather sensors measurements. The environment of experiment is suitable to represent the urban environments. The environment consists of open areas, high buildings, tall vegetations, and other urban objects that may exist in many urban environments. The roads at experiment environment have only two lanes which the direction is oppositely. The robot was driven at 0.7 m/s strictly on the road and its position was maintained (lane keeping) approximately 0.75 m from the marker of road center. The close loop length of robot’s trajectory is approximately 1110 m. The terrain of the roads is uneven, ﬂat in some parts but hilly in other parts. While the robot was being driven, the data from odometer, gyroscope, GPS, and camera were recorded. The data from each sensors were synchronized to make easy for the ofﬂine process. The nodes information at topological map was created by gathering data from GPS at several interest points. The nodes act exactly as the waypoints for the mobile robot. The robot is said to be arriving at some particular node if the distance between the estimated po-



sition and node position is less than the designed value which is speciﬁc for each node. The sequence of robot’s goal nodes is from A to U as in Fig.5. 4.2 Result Figure 5 shows the result of the experiment. The localization was performed as a tracking mode in the ofﬂine process. For the comparison, we also performed the localization without using lateral distance information. Those two localizations were using the same noises parameter setting. The result of the proposed localization are shown as a green solid line and the normal localization (without proposed method) is shown as a red solid line. The GPS measurements are marked as yellow dot while the odometer information is shown as a magenta solid line. At the experimental area, the GPS failed to show the real robot trajectory especially around nodes E and F, also in between nodes R and M. Through visual examination, two causes are suspected for the GPS behavior at those two areas. First cause is the blocking and multipath effect from the seven-stories building. Second cause is the blocking and multipath from the densely trees. As can be seen, the GPS measurements at those areas mostly fall outside the road. However, the data trend of GPS measurement is stable. The GPS measurements can show the moving direction of robot with some offset value. Without lateral distance information from the lane detector, the localization system might fail due to drift error (such as in normal localization result) because the localization based on EKF is able to resist the erronous for a short time but not for long term drift. The proposed localization method works well since there is a constraint from the topological map combined with lateral distance information from lane detector. In that way, the proposed localization works as coarse-to-ﬁne approach. GPS gives the coarse information which is compensated by the lateral distance under constraint of current road segment to become a ﬁne information. In addition, the lane detector has also achieved good performance that makes the GPS compensation works well. As in Fig.6, the lane detector shows the correct lateral distance trend during robot movements. Overall, the proposed localization system has succesfully localized the robot position from initial position to ﬁnal position while keeping the robot in the
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Fig. 5 Experiment result at urban environment correct lane for almost 90% of the result.



5. Conclusion EKF localization for mobile robots in urban environments has been described. The proposed method takes beneﬁt of the lateral distance information to compensate the GPS measurements. The validation by Mahanolobis distance combined with the GPS compensation by lateral distance effectively prevent the erronous measurements to be used in the EKF update step. The proposed method works in coarse-to-ﬁne approach for the localization. Result shows that the proposed method has better performance compared to normal EKF localization.
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